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Introduction

Aluminium-26 is a fundamentally important
radioisotope for our understanding of Solar System
abundances, nuclear reactions under astrophysical
conditions and evolution of massive stars in the
local Universe. The emission of a characteristic
1.809 MeV γ-ray upon its beta-plus decay to 26Mg
allows direct observations, providing valuable
constraints on the rate of supernovae that deposit
this radioisotope in the Galaxy. It is produced
during both the main sequence and in post-SN
explosive burning, and its abundances are also
affected by the rates of proton and neutron captures
that destroy it. In this work we looked at the impact
of uncertainties and discrepancies in experimental
results on the total yields of 26Al from massive stars.

All-sky map of 1.809 MeV emission detected by COMPTEL. Figure
adapted from Figure 16 of Diehl [1].

Goals

• Use the proton capture reactions 26Alg(p, γ)27Si
and 26Alm(p, γ)27Si to probe sensitivity to (non-)
resonant contributions and impact of upper limits
vs measured resonances

• Use the neutron capture reaction 26Alg(n,α)23Na to
probe sensitivity to discrepancies in different sets
of experimental results

Methods

• RatesMC - samples each input thousands of times
to get a statistically meaningful median rate and
confidence intervals

• Reaction rate for given set of data → compare to
STARLIB recommended rate and/or to other rates

• Compare factor uncertainty in a given temperature
range (= burning zone in a star) to the Iliadis et al.
[2] sensitivity study → changes in total 26Al yield

Proton Capture - Ground

Upper panels show fractional contribution from direct capture only (left) and
resonances (and limits) only (right) towards the total reaction rate. Lower

panel shows fractional contribution from both direct capture and resonances
(and limits).

• Upper-limit resonances dominate between 0.02-0.1
GK → relevant for constraining wind contribution to
26Al yield during MS core H burning

• Increase by factor 10 in rate (within our 95% confi-
dence interval) decreases total 26Al yield by ∼50%

Proton Capture - Isomer

Upper panel shows our calculated isomer-to-ground rate ratio with the
important 0.1-0.4 GK temperature range in light blue, 68% confidence

interval in dark blue and same interval for selected temperatures in orange
rectangles. The lower panel shows the same ratio as computed by

Almaraz-Calderon et al. [3], with the same temperature range and 68%
confidence intervals overlaid for comparison. Lower panel adapted from

Figure 9b of Almaraz-Calderon et al. [3].

• No Monte-Carlo reaction rate in the literature
• Results of Almaraz-Calderon et al. [3] not within
our 68% confidence interval, rate possibly overesti-
mated by up to 2 orders of magnitude

• Decrease by factor 100 in rate has less than 20%
impact on total 26Al yield

Final Proton Capture Rates

Plots showing the final ground (left) and isomeric (right) rates at a given
confidence interval divided by the median reaction rate, with the dashed
black line at unity. The dark black lines represent the upper and lower
68% confidence intervals and the light black lines the 95% confidence

intervals.

Neutron Capture

Upper panels show ratio of rates of the 26Alg(n,α0)23Na reaction using the
data of De Smet et al. [4] and Koehler et al. [5]. In the top left all

resonances of de Smet et al. are used. In the top right only the 6 keV
resonance is used, as Koehler et al. only has this resonance. Lower

panels show fractional contribution to the computed rates for de Smet et
al. (left) and Koehler et al. (right).

• No Monte-Carlo reaction rate in the literature
• Discrepancies in results lead to a factor ∼2 differ-
ence in final reaction rates

• Increase by factor 2 in rate has less than 20%
impact on total 26Al yield

Conclusions

1. Measured resonances in the tens and low hun-
dreds of keV for the 26Alg(p, γ)27Si reaction will
be crucial for decoupling the wind and supernova
components of 26Al yields, especially at high stel-
lar masses and low metallicities

2. More data are needed for the 26Alm(p, γ)27Si re-
action, as we only found two resonances in the
literature

3. Data are needed at higher energies for the
26Alg(n,α0)23Na reaction, as the temperature
range of astrophysical interest (T ≥ 1.1 GK) is
not covered by measurements yet
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